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Abstract: Desmoid tumors are cytologically bland fibrous neoplasms originating from musculoaponeurotic structures throughout the body. The cause of desmoid tumors is uncertain, but may be related to trauma or hormonal factors, or may have a genetic association. These tumors can be found in some young women during pregnancy or just after giving birth. We report herein a case of desmoid tumor on the inner aspect of the abdominal wall that mimicked a large subserosal uterine leiomyoma. Initial clinical examination of the patient suggested a large abdominal wall tumor, while the imaging techniques including transabdominal ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging suggested a large subserosal uterine leiomyoma as the initial diagnosis. This case emphasizes the importance of clinical examination during the diagnostic process.
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Introduction

Desmoid tumors are cytologically bland fibrous neoplasms originating from musculoaponeurotic structures throughout the body. The term “desmoid”, coined by Muller in 1838, is derived from the Greek word “desmos”, which means tendonlike. Overall, desmoid tumors are reported to account for 0.03% of all neoplasms.1 When present in patients with familial polyposis of the colon, the prevalence of desmoid tumors is as high as 13%.2 In females, desmoid tumors are usually found in the reproductive age group and may appear just after giving birth.

Desmoid tumors may be extra-abdominal (typically in the shoulder, chest wall, thigh, and back), abdominal (typically in aponeurotic structures of the abdominal wall), or intra-abdominal (typically in the mesentery and pelvic walls). At gross examination, these masses are typically firm and nonencapsulated, with coarse white trabeculae that simulate scar tissue.

Desmoid tumors are usually well differentiated and appear as infiltrative solid overgrowths of fibrous tissue. At histologic analysis, desmoid tumors consist of elongated spindle-shaped cells separated by dense bands of collagen. Moreover, they are locally aggressive, and tend to recur, making treatment of these relatively rare fibrous tumors challenging. When surgical excision is not complete, they tend to recur. Therefore, gross total resection with a 3 cm safe margin is the indicated initial therapy, if it can be performed without significant disfigurement.3,4 In addition to surgery, radiotherapy is also excellent for obtaining local control, even in patients with a large burden of recurrent disease. Radiation doses in the range of 50–55 Gy give a chance of local control equal to that obtained with higher doses.5
A meticulous clinical examination supported by ultrasound imaging can be a very useful tool diagnosis of these tumors. A typical sonographic feature of all intramuscular desmoids is the spindle-shaped tumor margins when scanning along the long axis of the affected muscle. However, desmoids arising from the fascia have an irregular shape with rich vascularity. These tumors are hypointense on T1-weighted MRI and have variable signal intensity on T2-weighted images. In addition, computed tomographic scanning can also be used for diagnosis, because these tumors are usually located superficially.

Case report

A 34-year-old multiparous Jordanian woman attended the gynecological outpatient clinic at Al-Karak Hospital, a small peripheral hospital in the southern part of Jordan. She was complaining of lower abdominal swelling. The swelling was noticed initially during her last pregnancy 4 months earlier, and rapidly enlarged after giving birth. On initial clinical examination, the swelling was located in the right iliac fossa as a firm mass measuring around $8 \times 8$ cm with limited mobility and not attached to the skin. Bimanual pelvic examination revealed a normal-sized uterus free from any attached masses and with no adnexal masses. An abdominal wall tumor was suspected. However, to be sure, abdominal ultrasound and MRI were performed. The initial transabdominal scan (Figure 1) suggested a large subserosal leiomyoma. The MRI imaging report also suggested a subserosal tumor as the first diagnosis (Figure 2). The MRI without and with intravenous Gd-DTPA: all pulse sequences were obtained (GE 16 channels, 1.5 Tesla) reported a large, well-defined, oval-shaped, abdominopelvic mass lesion, measuring about $12 \times 8$ cm and overlapping the right side of the pelvic cavity anteriorly. The lesion has an homogeneous low signal intensity equal to that of skeletal muscle on T1-weighted spin echo images, and equal to that of fat on T2-weighted images. The lesion contained central areas of markedly decreased signal intensity on T2-weighted images, reflecting areas of dense collagen within the lesion. The lesion also showed slight to moderate enhancement following administration of intravenous contrast medium. The mass lesion caused bulging of the right side of the abdominal wall and compressed the adjacent structures (bowel loops, right psoas muscle), extending medially and posteriorly, and reaching the right side of the fundus of the uterus. The appearance of this lesion was thought to represent a subserosal leiomyoma or an intra-abdominal fibromatosis, ie, a desmoid tumor.

The decision was made for laparotomy, which was performed via a midline incision by a skilled surgeon. A large mass attached firmly to the inner aspect of the abdominal wall was found intraoperatively (Figures 3A and 3B). Surgeons took over and the mass was removed by wide excision with a safe margin (Figures 3C and 3D). The uterus was of normal size and completely free from the mass.

Histology reported a well circumscribed mass weighing 560 g and measuring $16 \times 11 \times 7$ cm, with a partially ruptured capsule. The outer surface was smooth with scanty muscle tissue seen in places. The cut surface was solid, whitish, fibrous, trabeculated, and glistening. No necrosis was seen. Microscopically, sections showed a circumscribed fibrous proliferation composed of fascicles of oval and spindle cells, with focal hyalinization and rich with thick-walled blood vessels. Spindle cells showed vesicular nuclei with...
nucleoli, minimal atypia, and focal moderate mitosis. Neither necrosis nor nuclear anaplasia was seen. The diagnosis was an abdominal wall tumor consistent with desmoid-type abdominal wall fibromatosis.

**Discussion**

This case report shows that a large abdominal wall desmoid tumor on the inner aspect of the abdominal wall may mimic a large uterine subserosal leiomyoma. The case is interesting and unusual, because the imaging techniques used initially reported the possibility of a subserosal leiomyoma as the primary diagnosis rather than a desmoid tumor, because some sections in imaging had shown very close attachment of the tumor to the uterus. This case emphasizes the importance of clinical examination and a multidisciplinary approach to ensure the best outcome for the patient.

Some abdominal tumors may be clinically challenging for clinicians, especially those working in remote areas. The confusion in diagnosis may result from unusual locations, large-sized tumors, and discordant results obtained using different diagnostic tools. Determining tumor location and origin is more difficult when the tumor exceeds 5 cm in diameter. The majority of large pelvic masses in female patients represent commonly encountered entities, such as uterine fibroid tumors, dermoid tumors, ovarian cysts, and ovarian cancer. However, uncommon pelvic masses, such as mesothelioma, adenosarcoma, carcinosarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, and desmoid tumor, may also be encountered. Desmoid tumors may be located in the peritoneum, and can manifest as a large pelvic mass. Clinical symptoms are masked by slow growth of the tumor. Other clinicians have also reported misdiagnosis of desmoid tumors mimicking intra-abdominal tumors.11

In clinical practice, our first moments with a patient are filled with visual, auditory, and tactile information that determines both the effectiveness and cost of our subsequent care. One study had shown that 88% of diagnoses in primary care are established by the end of taking a brief history and physical examination. In another study, 56% of patients in a general medical clinic were assigned a correct diagnosis by the end of history-taking, and this figure rose to 73% by the end of their physical examination.12 However, despite the importance of the history and physical examination in the clinical setting, their accuracy and precision have rarely been subjected to rigorous evaluation.13

Many masses in the female pelvis arise from the reproductive organs. In addition, pelvic masses may arise from the gastrointestinal system, abdominal wall, urinary system, adjacent soft tissues, and metastases. Thus, the differential diagnosis for female pelvic masses is extensive. The site of origin (eg, uterus, cervix, adnexa, abdominal wall, rectum, bladder, pelvic muscles), clinical history and examination, and imaging findings may all help narrow the differential diagnosis. With large masses, it may not always be possible to determine the site of origin to differentiate between tumors at imaging. However, familiarity with the clinical examination and imaging features of common and uncommon pelvic masses is important for correct image interpretation. Finally, we must always remember that uncommon presentation of common disease is more common than the common presentation of rare diseases.14

Diagnostic tests are of crucial importance in clinical care and can help to determine the most appropriate treatment for individual patients, to monitor and modify ongoing treatments, and also to offer a prognosis. Furthermore, although we are all taught that a good history and physical examination have considerable value, many clinicians believe that there is little evidence to support the diagnostic utility of the clinical findings.13 Unfortunately, this belief has encouraged many clinicians, especially the younger ones, to reach for elaborate diagnostic tools before performing a thorough clinical examination as taught in medical schools and during fellowship programs, which has resulted in loss of the art of clinical examination.
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